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your spouse or best friend described personal details
about your “problems” with others over lunch?
A very few circumstances (doctor visits, IEP
meetings, and so forth) may require the sharing of
personal information. But in general, way too many
stories are told about people with disabilities—personal, intimate, private details—that are nobody’s
business!
The second issue concerns how we talk during
those few times we do need to discuss details about
a person’s life with others. Let’s look at how we talk
about ourselves, first.
In essence, we frame our “problems” as “needs.”
For example, I wear glasses or contact lenses. I do not
announce, “I have a problem seeing.” Instead, I say,
“I need [or wear] glasses.” If we change the way we
talk—by changing “problems” to “needs”—not only
will we speak more truthfully and with more respect
for people with disabilities, but we’ll also change the
outcomes of our efforts!
If I described my son in the traditional way, I
might say, “Benjamin has problems walking, writing,
feeding himself, going to the bathroom by himself,
and . . . .” Shall I go on? And the odds are great that
this description would scare the pants off a classroom
teacher or a youth group leader. Instead, however, I
speak about my son the way I speak about myself, by
describing his needs: “Benjamin uses a power chair,
does his work on a computer, uses forks and spoons
with big handles, and needs some assistance in the
bathroom.” This presents a far different—and more
accurate and respectful—image than the “problemfilled” description!

“Problem”
He has behavior problems.
She has reading problems.
He’s nonverbal.
She can’t feed herself.
He can’t walk.

But there’s more. Most of us strive to create a
good impression when we meet someone new, during our daily experiences, and anytime we’re out in
public. Common sense dictates that we share positive
information about ourselves. In addition, if I want
you to know about me, I would not describe my
functional abilities: “I can walk, talk, feed myself,
hold my temper (most of the time)...” and so forth.
Instead, I would share positive characteristics about
myself: I enjoy reading mysteries; I like to sew, travel,
and camp out; I love being at home with my family;
I dream of having an RV; and more.
We must do the same for people with disabilities!
When we need to speak about children and adults
with disabilities, let’s make sure that in addition to
describing a person’s needs in a positive way, we also
detail who they are in terms of their wonderful and
unique attributes: their interests, talents, abilities,
and dreams!
Think about your most recent efforts to ensure a
person with a disability was included. Did you inadvertently set failure in motion by the words you used?
(Is it time for the heel of your hand to make contact
with your forehead in a “Duh!” moment?)
If so, fear not! We’ve all done it, but each of us is
capable of powerful change! Spend some time thinking about how you’ll reframe “problems” as “needs.”
Consider which positive characteristics you’ll add to
the mix.
And when pondering how you’ll speak differently in the future, keep in mind that respecting a
person’s privacy means there are times when it’s best
not to speak at all!

“Need”
He needs behavior supports in the classroom.
She needs large print [or books on tape].
He communicates with his eyes [or a speaking device].
She needs assistance with eating.
He uses a power chair.

How can you reframe “problems” into “needs”? Be creative and positive!
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